**DATE CODE**: MONTH IS REPRESENTED BY SEQUENTIAL ALPHA CHARACTERS.  
EX: A=JANUARY; YEAR IS REPRESENTED BY LAST NUMERICAL DIGIT. EX: 8=2008

3. **THE RECEPTACLE MATES WITH DTP06-4S-XXXX PLUG**  
   (XXXX = ALL MODIFICATIONS)

**MATERIAL**:
- **RECEPTACLE**: PA66 GF15 (GREY)
- **SEAL RETAINER**: PA66 GF15 (GREY)
- **INTERFACE SEAL**: SILICONE, PHENYL FLUID LUBED (GREEN)

1. **SECONDARY WEDGE LOCK SOLD SEPARATELY**: WP-4P-XXXX  
   (XXXX = ALL MODIFICATIONS)

**NOTES**: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED